Nilfisk
Walk-behind scrubber/dryer
Nilfisk BA/CA 410
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So compact - and still all the benefits
of larger machines
The BA/CA 410 micro scrubber/dryer is designed to provide
you with the cleaning capacity of a large machine - but built
into a small machine.
Though compact in size, with its 43 cm scrubbing deck, it
has all the capacity you need. The powerful motors allow
you to clean all types of floors - it is even capable of tackling
stripping tasks. Why bother having a single disc and wet
vacuum, when you can get both in one compact solution?
Like all Nilfisk-Advance machines, it has been built with your
needs in mind. With excellent ergonomics and simple,
intuitive controls it reduces operator fatigue and requires a
minimum of training. Therefore, it makes you more efficient
in doing your job - helping you to save time and money anywhere - anytime!
This is what we call “smart thinking” - and that is why NilfiskAdvance is setting standards in the cleaning industry.

BA 410

The unique ECO mode system
saves water and reduces
chemical usage. It also allows
the machine to be used
longer between tank refills

The offset brush deck with
side wheel permits efficient
close-up cleaning without
damaging walls and
furniture

The operating handle is fully adjustable for comfort and efficiency.
It can also be folded away for parking and storage

It’s all here - fully fitted & ready to
go
•

Easy to use, simple to maintain and top cleaning results with a minimum of effort

•

43 cm scrub deck gives productivity of a large machine, still featuring the manoeuvrability of the compact
machine

•

Wide selection of pads/brushes for cleaning of any type of floor

•

Roto moulded polyethylene tanks and chassis for reliability and long life time

•

“No tools” removal and squeegee blade replacement

•

Front access for easy fitting of blades

•

Tilt-back tank for easy access to batteries and motors

The onboard battery charger means
that downtime is kept to a minimum.
The batteries can be recharged
whenever and wherever required

The built-in parking prop and wheel takes the weight off
the brush and supports the machine when parked
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The common-sense solution for floor
cleaning

The machine is supplied in battery or cable versions. Both versions feature
the ECO water and chemical saving concept and are suited to a wide variety
of institutional or commercial applications

A built-in hook protects the brush from possible damage
during transportation between cleaning locations.

Description

Unit

BA 410

CA 410

Voltage

V

24/230

230

Rated power

W

820

1650

Sound pressure level at 1.5 m (ISO 3744)

dB(A)

67

67

Productivity rate theoretical/actual (3km/h)

m2/h

1720/1030

1720/860

Scrubbing width

mm

430

430

Max. speed

km/h

4

4

Solution/recovery tank

litre

23/21

23/21

Brush/pad diameter

mm

430/432

430/432

Brush pressure

kg

23

28

Brush speed

rpm

135

150

Length x width x height

cm

100x57x84

100x57x84

Operating weight (machine only)

kg

128

88

Specifications and details are subject to change without prior notice.
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